Iraq, revolt or revolution?
The "protests" that broke out in rapid succession after an organized demonstration in
Baghdad on 1st October about economic-social content issues triggered massive mass
mobilizations across Iraq, Lebanon and Iran. Flooding in the whole country, they transpassed
the borders of a revolt and began a revolution. Not only a socially widespread and transversal
movement against the conditions of life, the request for radical reforms for the end of poverty
and inequality, of corruption of the political class, of insufficiency and inadequacy of public
services, they also represent the determination to cancel the political system based on
confessionalism, a system established in 2003 under American supervision during the
military occupation.
This is an event that has not been handled by political parties or by organizations with
more or less consolidated leadership. As protagonist, such event has young and very young
generations, unemployed people, workers and women, subjectively and collectively engaged
in supporting the insurrection.
As much as we think that the lack of an opposition force organized with a political
leadership is a weak point, we should instead consider the potential of a movement that starts
from the critique of reality – not, for once, from sectarian or nationalistic identities – and that
promotes solidarity and dialogue across borders. Such subjectiveness could go beyond the
schemes developed in the West.

CRITICISM ABOUT THE PRESENT AND CULTURAL METAMORPHOSIS
To say that the dramatic conditions of material existence have been not only the spark,
but the primary cause of the great mass mobilizations is to say a triviality. There is no need to
document the very numerous protests, demonstration and strikes that took place in recent
years in order to asses such statement, despite the violent repression shown by the
government.
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What appears as a new fact compared to the recent past events is the political dimension
that the uprisings assumed since the first moment, the refusal not only of a government or of a
ruling class, but also of a social system identified as responsible for the intolerable quality of
material life as well as for the deprivation of individual, social and human rights and of the
national self-determination. The insurgents made clear that corruption at the top of the state
has its root in the division of political and economic powers between representatives elected
on the base of the quotas reserved for each sect. In the same way, they made clear that the
government is guilty of the degradation and misery because dominated by the influence that
the Islamic Republic of Iran exercises over these sects, manly Shiites.
Protesters attacked the institutional headquarters of Iran and its agents, burned the
consulates in the same way as the squares of Tehran demonstrated their resentment against
the Khomeinist regime, which had disseminated sectarian hatred, fomented civil wars and
committed massacres through its satellite militias since the Eighties of previous century. The
Pasdaran elite corps, the Quds force, was directed by Qassem Soleimani until his death due to
the attack of an American drone in January 20201.
They are the cornerstone of the repression of the insurrection in Iraq as much as in Iran,
in Lebanon and Syria. Iranian snipers are used to shooting from the roofs of Baghdad on
demonstrators and Shiite squadrons are used to assaulting and set fire to the tents of the
protest in Tahrir Square. Decades of financial, political, and military investments, that
managed to turn Iran into a regional power, would end up in smoke if the revolution won in
Iraq and Lebanon, or would be seriously compromised if the Iraqi and Lebanese governments
were weakened by these riots.
Despite the brutality of the repression and the terrible state of war that Iraq has been
experiencing for almost twenty years, the country saw important workers' mobilizations,
strikes and dissent demonstrations in the last 10 years, even if before now most of these
events had not brought to a such a clear attack on the "heart of the state".
The awareness that sectarian bourgeoisies dominate the economy through the
submission of workers to confessional patronage and that is so preventing that social claims
(regarding greater well-being, efficient infrastructures, secular education, public health) to be
based on the political principle of equality of workers' and citizens’ rights, is now part of the
common shared ideas.
Such principle seemed to be buried after the destruction of the Iraqi unitary national
political project, that the Resistance had defended against the American invasion as well as
against the penetration of al-Qa'ida in Iraq (AQI, progenitor of ISIS) and now the young
revolutionaries could give a new interpretation of it.
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«The Quds Force ('Jerusalem') is the elite corps of the Iranian Guardians of the Revolution (the 'Pasdaran'), the
most important paramilitary force in the Islamic Republic. Created during the Iran-Iraq war, it was originally
established in 1979 to spread the principles of the revolution in Iran abroad. In the 1980s and 1990s it
supported the Kurds against the former Iraqi rais Saddam Hussein and favored Afghanistan warlords who fought
the government of Mohammad Najibullah. During the war on ISIS his task had changed: he was in charge of
training pro-government militias in Iraq and Syria. The Quds Force provides tactical-military assistance to
Tehran's allies in the region, such as the Shiite Hezbollah movement in Lebanon and Islamic Jihad in the
Palestinian Territories. (...) The most significant recent role played by the Quds Force is in Syria, where it has
sided with the Bashar al-Assad regime both by providing assistance and managing thousands of armed
militiamen on the field, but also in Iraq, where since 2014 it has supported the Shiite paramilitary militias of the
Popular Mobilization Units in the fight against the Islamic State (ISIS)». (Soleimani, cos'è la Forza Quds: corpo
d'élite Pasdaran – 3 gennaio 2020 – https://www.adnkronos.com/fatti/esteri/2020/01/03/soleimani-cosforza-quds-corpo-elitepasdaran_lTxtdnjqNJZAh0XM3cHsZJ.html?refresh_ce)
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The history of internal relations in the Islamic world in fact shows a very different picture
from that of an endless sectarian conflict as it is advertised in the Western media.
The dialogue amidst Muslims opened in 1931 at the Islamic Congress in Jerusalem and it
continued until 1959, when Mahmûd Shaltût, rector of al-Azhar, issued a fatwa that
recognized Jaharite Shi'ite law as the fifth school of Islamic law, alongside the four Sunni
schools. The controversy between the two sects was gradually diminishing. It was the
establishment of the Islamic Republic of Iran in 1979 (i.e. the Shi'iisation of the Iranian
revolution) and Khomeini's hegemonic policy that put Iran in competition with the two major
regional "Sunni" powers, Egypt and Saudi Arabia, and in stark opposition to Iraq governed by
Saddam Hussein.
However, despite the evident conflict involving the leaders of the major Islamic countries,
however, neither the occupation of Mecca by a militant Shiite group, nor the intense Iranian
propaganda and the series of attacks against the Iraqi Baathist government, followed by a
large numbers of expulsions and arrests, nor the heavy repression following the failed
conspiracy led by the Shiite Ayatollah al-Sadr (executed, father of Moqtada), gave rise to
troubles comparable to something like a civil war. Not only that, but the vast majority of the
Iraqi Shiite population proved loyal to the national government in the 1980-88 war against
Iran.
To peddle the sectarian war previously carried on by radical Islamist factions such as
Da'wa, supported and financed by the Islamic Republic, or the operations of the Badr Brigade,
infiltrated by Iran into Iraq in 1991, and naming it as a popular revolt movement was a
successful operation of American marketing. It was a work of forgery so successful that even
today experts and journalists, in front of a true revolt from below, ask themselves "but how
did the Iraqis move from sectarianism to the unified insurrection?".
The answer is simple: inter-confessional or inter-ethnic conflict has never been in the
DNA of Iraqis, a population educated in secularism. The American invasion, which "granted"
free hand to al-Qaeda in Iraq as well as to the ferocious Mahdi Army of the Shiite fanatic
Muqtada al-Sadr (part of the last government together with the Iraqi Communist Party), drove
the population in a sectarian conflict that has never been accepted. The proof is that, in the
elections of 2010, albeit imposed and therefore largely boycotted, the vote had led to the
victory of the secular nationalist list of the Iraqi National Movement (Iraqyya), formed by both
Shiite and Sunni exponents. The election outcome was not respected thanks to the fraudulent
maneuver of the pro-Iranian Shiite front, supported both by the Iranian ayatollahs and by the
American imperialists who, in this way, launched that system of government, called
"democratic", founded on sectarian division2.
The solidarity expressed today by the Iraqi population rising towards parallel mass
mobilizations, equally anti-sectarian, in Lebanon and Iran should not be surprising: already in
2011 Fallujah, the town scenary of the most atrocious American war crimes in Iraq, has seen
all its citizens giving life to a huge and unified demonstration in solidarity with Syrian
insurgents. Even then, this demonstration was not directed by any organized political group.
The great achievement of the popular uprising in Iraq, Iran and Lebanon nowadays is to
open a front of rejection and combat against sectarian regimes in their countries, bringing
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Already 499 candidates had been excluded from the electoral lists due to previous ties with the Baaht party,
therefore representatives of Iraqiyya were victims of attacks and violent intimidation, finally the agreements of
Erbil regarding the division of the government seats were disregarded, establishing in this way the total
predominance of Shiite parties linked to Iran.
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class conflict on the track of overall political antagonism against the ruling classes and against
the imperialistic aggression (whether American, Iranian or Russian or Turkish or else).
IRAQ, RETURN TO THE FUTURE
According to the testimony of Patrick Cockburn3, The Independent’ correspondent and
present in the center of Baghdad at the right time, the uprising began on October 1st after a
relatively modest demonstration against the lack of social services and corruption was
brutally attacked by the police. In the days immediately following, the protest spread first in
the South and then across the country, gathering an impressive popular participation in
number and consent determination indeed just as a reaction to the bloody repression that had
already left hundreds corpses and thousands of injured.
The uprising had its epicenter in the Shiite majority regions of the South and in Baghdad,
but the solidarity of the "Sunni cities” of the provinces of al-Anbar was expressed with
significant demonstrations at least until the middle of December, and it still resists with
mobilizations in universities and student delegations in Baghdad4.
However, it is true that there are no major mobilizations in the cities of al-Anbar. It is to
remember that the region, after the devastation of the American occupation, suffered the
bombing of the war against ISIS, which had come to occupy the city after the popular riots of
2013. People are still frightened that ISIS can come back and fears an upcoming war fought by
the USA and Iran right on its territory.
We are a generation
born in your wars,
we spent our childhood
in your terrorism,
our adolescence in
your sectarianism
and our youth in your
corruption.
We are the generation of
stolen dreams
and aging premature.

There
is,
therefore,
no
question to ask about the
spontaneity of the huge selforganized
mobilizations
that
happened in a few days. Rather it is
appropriate to observe how much
the
political
maturity
demonstrated by a very young
population, who has lived for
almost two decades in a regime of
oppression, war and under the
1 novembre 2019
constant threat of Islamist cruelty,
MustafaAlnow eliminates the western
Khaqani @ Khaqani_M
prejudice that depicts the Middle
@ Khaqani_M
East masses as victims of religious
fanaticism and ethnic conflicts. After 5 months with more than 600 fatalities, buried in the
silence of the Western medias, the insurrectional movement resists and asserts itself as the
subject of the change by claiming national membership as a unifying political determination
against the confessional division (Shiites and Sunnis) or ethnic (Arabs and Kurds5) imposed
by American invaders as a constitutional rule. It is precisely the rejection of sectarianism that
reveals how the protests were born from below and not led by any upper organization.
«The courage and creativity of the demonstrators are remarkable. Drivers of tuk-tuks –
motorized three-wheeled rickshaws – have transported injured people from Tahrir Square to
nearby hospitals. Civil society organizations, trade unions and political groups have set up
3

cfr.: Thriving on Chaos Patrick Cockburn on the prospects for Islamic State – 21 November 2019 –
https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v41/n22/patrick-cockburn/thriving-on-chaos
4
4 cfr.: Adam Lucente, Mosul joins the protests in Iraq but in a different way - Al-Monitor – 3 gennaio 2020 –
https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2020/01/iraq-protests-mosul-isis.html
5
The Kurds are an Iranian ethnic group originating in Western Asia
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tents on the square to provide logistical support, medical services, food and water supplies,
helmet distribution, educational sessions and more. Doctors, nurses and medical students
offer treatment to wounded and sick people on the square day and night. When protesters
made a call to bring food to the square, families, restaurant owners, shopkeepers and others
outside the camp flooded the protesters with food»6.
THE THIEVES ROBBED US IN THE NAME OF RELIGION
According to the data from the World Bank «the Iraqi economy is gradually recovering
after the contraction of the past two years. GDP, the gross domestic product, grew 4.8% per
year in the first half of 2019, reversing the contraction of 2017-18. The growth can mainly be
attributed to an increase in crude oil production (+ 6.3%) and a rebound in non-oil economic
activity (+ 5.6% in the first half year)»7.
But, according to Dirk Adriaensens, a member of SOS Iraq and of the Brussells Tribunal,
«Despite the enormous oil wealth in Iraq, 32,9% or 13 million Iraqis live below the poverty
line and youth unemployment is 40 percent according to recent figures from the IMF, while
young people under 25 make up 60 percent of Iraq’s 40 million inhabitants. (…) Electricity is
supplied for 5 to 8 hours a day, water is polluted, there is a failing medical system, education
levels are very low, corruption is endemic. Corruption, waste of government resources and
the purchase of military equipment have increased Iraq’s budget deficit from $ 16.7 billion in
2013, $ 20 billion in 2016 to $ 23 billion for fiscal year 2019»8.
An Italian economic newspaper of February 2018 reported: «In a third of Iraq, the
territory conquered by ISIS at the maximum extension of the Caliphate, everything must be
reconstructed: bridges, roads, airports. Also hospitals, schools, telephone lines and sewers.
And houses above all. At least 147 thousand housing units would have been destroyed in the
three and a half years of war against ISIS, 43 thousand in Mosul alone, the Iraqi capital of ISIS
conquered by the jihadists in June 2014 and freed in July 2017 by Iraqi forces, with the
contribution decisive of the American aviation. The cost of the reconstruction: 90-100 billion
dollars»9.
World Bank and International Monetary Fund are doing and will do their part as far as
loans and international companies would be well disposed to investments (if not for those
annoying popular mobilizations!).
Where does all this money go?
As mentioned, the division of economic power coincides with that of political power and
is based on the system of quotas assigned to the representatives of each sectarian or ethnic
group. Each group has its own militias which must get their share of business; the militia
leaders sit on the company boards and so they control ports, borders, oil fields, etc.
«The city of Basra is a good example, where the Shi’a Muslim Al-Dawa party controls the
Al-Burjisiya oil field, the Sheeba and Al-Muthanna gas fields, the Basra International Airport
and the Umm Qasr seaport. Another group, consisting of Asaib Ahl al-Haq and the Badr militia,
controls the port of Abu Flous and the railway line. The Sadrist militia controls the stadium of
the city and the Al-Shalamcheh border crossing with Iran. Al-Hikma, a Shiite Islamic block,
6

Dirk Adriaensens, Iraq: The October Revolution of 2019 and the Iran-US Conflict – 3 gennaio 2020 –
https://www.globalresearch.ca/iraq-october-revolution-2019/5698521
7
7 Iraq’s economic updates – october 2019 – https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/iraq/publication/economic-updateoctober-2019
8
Dirk Adriaensens, op.cit.
9
Roberto Bongiorni, Iraq, ricostruzione da 100 miliardi (senza gli Stati Uniti) – 13 febbraio 2018 –
https://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/iraq-ricostruzione-100-miliardi-senza-stati-uniti-AEFuqnyD
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guards the North Al-Rumaila oil field, the port of Al-Maqal and the border crossing with
Safwan with Kuwait. Other areas such as the port of Khor Al-Zubair and the rectorate of Basra
University are controlled by clans such as the Al-Battat».
Numerous ministers and officials with dual nationality preside over the awarding of contracts
via clientele; for example «many appointments in the Cabinet, Directors General in Ministries
and embassy staff are family members of Moqtada Sadr and Hadi Al-Ameri, the head of the
Badr organization, the military wing of the Supreme Islamic Iraqi Council, the two largest
parties in the Iraqi Parliament»10. One of the most common slogans in the demonstrations is
"in the name of religion thieves robbed us (Bismil deen baguna al-haramiya).
THIS IS NOT THE END, YET ...
Since 2011, Iraqis have been conducting mass mobilizations against this union of
sectarianism, degradation, and poverty. The largest and most significant one, before present,
was in the period 2015-16, when the protest, triggered by the systematic interruption of
electricity, brought 1.5 million citizens and workers in the streets and soon came to the
request for a extensive reform of the political system, the end of the confession system, the
criticism of the corruption and of the bad governance.
Initially led by secular and leftist formations gathered in Mustamerroun, the fate of the
movement was then decided by the aggregation of factions linked to the Shiite leader al-Sadr
(the criminal slaughterer11 of thousands of member of Resistance and Sunnis during the
occupation), gathered together on positions of ambiguous populism. This resulted in the
departure from the movement of a large part of activists and the split of Mustamerroun,
abandoned by the current that went to make up Madaniyoun12, a secular and reformist
movement that, while not questioning the legitimacy of the state, excludes any interaction
with Islamist activism. It is also supported by well-known intellectuals who are still engaged
in the uprising today.
The weakening of the civil front thus allowed the alliance between al-Sadr and the Iraqi
Communist Party to prevail in the 2018 elections (in which about 20% of those entitled
voted) and to become part of the government that the popular uprising wants to overthrow.
Not unlikely, the intrusion of the sadrists, interested in occupying positions of power for their
faction in the state organization and not in pursuing radical reforms, led to the paralysis of the
mobilizations of 2017 and 2018. The reasons of that uprising were in the same conditions of
profound social malaise and they proposed the same objectives, the end of the division of
power by sectarian quotas, the reform of the State on the proposal of an organism unrelated
to political parties with control over the electoral process, the elimination of corruption, the
formulation of clear policies to deal with the shortage of services and socio-economic needs of
Iraqis13.
… IT IS NOT BUT THE BEGINNING
The greater radicalism of the insurrectional movement we are witnessing today, aspiring
to the overthrow of the regime, that is of the entire political system, is determined precisely
by the spontaneous nature of the revolt that has transcended the territory and community
10

Dirk Adriaensens, op. cit.
cfr.: BRussells Tribunal Dossier Introduction to the "Salvador option" and Iraq's "Death squads" - part 2 – 7
giugno 2006 – http://www.brussellstribunal.org/pdf/DeathSquads2.pdf
12
Translation & analysis: Madaniyoun launch statement – 2 luglio 2016 –
www.iraqafteroccupation.com/2016/07/24/translation-analysis-madaniyoun-launch-statement-2nd-july/
13
Cfr.: Maha Yahya, The summer of our discontent: sects and citizens in Lebanon and Iraq – 30 giugno 2017 –
https://carnegie-mec.org/2017/06/30/summer-of-our-discontent-sects-and-citizens-in-lebanon-and-iraq-pub71396
11
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limits allowing an unprecedented sharing between the social components and an
unprecedented expression of solidarity with the riots in Lebanon and Iran.
What we could call the "middle class", made up of state employees who did not mark a
great participation in the first mobilizations, joined the second phase en masse, after October
25th14, which was triggered by the most disadvantaged classes and, in particular, by the mass
of unemployed.
How did this greater radical tender bloom sprout and how did it flourish is well explained
by Sami Adnan, co-founder of Workers Against Sectarianism (a group of unemployed young
people who underline the connection between social struggles and the political position
against the sectarian system). «Because of the unemployment, people got really connected to
each other. We spend our time together in the bars, in the coffees and we are connected
through Facebook; without jobs, we have generally nothing to do during the day. When the
protest happened in Egypt first and in Lebanon after, people started to put on Facebook the
same propositions, like “let’s go on the streets, we have the same problems with our Islamic
system”. The people proposing to go to the streets were the same persons who led the
protests in 2015. When people met at Tahrir Square in Baghdad, we built a stage and people
spoke on the stage about how to organize the protest and which demands we should advance.
In this way, the slogan “Secular, Secular, neither Sunni nor Shiite” was born. (...)
Some political parties wanted to co-opt this movement by participating, but this made the
people on the streets angry because we don’t want new elections or a solution in the
dominant institutions, people want to end the all the system and ask for a new one. People do
not believe any more in what United States calls democracy or in the Parliament as an
expression of the people’s opinion. What people ask is a new system, nothing else. But none of
the parties can understand what people want, not either the Iraq Communist Party. The ICP
want to keep the system and take seats in the Parliament and the institutions. The existing
parties are not getting what people are demanding on the streets, especially a social,
democratic and secular system». Regarding the problem of how to organize to achieve the
goal, Sami underlines that «The example of the Basra revolt 8 month ago shows very well
where the problem lies concretely. In Basra this problem was very concrete. The protest were
leaded by unemployed people and they were really radical. Protesters started to burn the
local government building and they burned all the offices and headquarters of the parties of
the political Islam. The government forces were forced to go out of the city and all the people
were occupying the streets and the oilfields and they understood what was the real problem
and how the system is functioning. In a very new situation a radical consciousness developed,
and also the workers of the oilfields supported the protests with strikes. But then the question
rose: What shall we do now?? The Workers Communist Party of Iraq proposed to build
councils in the neighborhood and with the workers and to take the government of the city.
The WCPI has even a strong union presence among the oil workers, they try to exchanges
experiences trough round-tables and by building strong leftist social tendencies and the
connect women struggles and build women movement. But building such self-organized
structures is a very difficult thing to do without experiences and in such a difficult situation.
We should also not forget that the bourgeoisie and Islamic parties have money, they have
weapons, militias, international support. We are also living of a very scared society, because of
the violent terrorism of the state. We live a real everyday war»15.
Janan Aljabiri, PhD researcher from the University of Bath (United Kingdom), offers an
overview of a movement that takes shape on the ground: «Months before the uprising broke
14

cfr.: Maurizio Coppola, The revolution against sectarian system and for social justice – 8 novembre 2019 –
https://nena-news.it/iraq-the-revolution-against-sectarian-system-and-for-social-justice/
15
ibidem
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out, public-sector workers in central and southern Iraq — including textile workers in
Diwaniyah, municipal workers in Muthanna, and leather workers in Baghdad — issued
demands for better pay and working conditions, secure housing, and permanent jobs. But
these demands have taken a back seat since the beginning of the protests emerged. (...) Since
the explosion in October, protesters have blocked access to oil fields in the southern cities of
Basra, Nasiriyah, and Misan and closed the main roads to ports to paralyze trade. (...) Civil
society organizations, unions, and political groups have set up tents in the square to offer
logistical support, medical services, food and water provision, helmet distribution,
educational sessions, and more. Doctors, nurses, and medical students provide treatment day
and night in lab coats».
In giving account of the fearful solidarity expressed by the unions, Janan informs that «the
General Federation of Iraqi Trade Unions (GFITU, the only official federation in today’s Iraq16,
dominated by the Sadrist current) called for “solidarity” with the uprising without asking
workers to join the demonstrations». Al-Sadrnon apparently renounced to ride the protest in
order to divert it to the Islamic nationalist cause: «Many protesters in Baghdad have
demanded that the Sadrist current leave the square since people are revolting against the rule
of all Islamic parties. Marxists, including the WCPI, emphasize the need for the workers’
movement to act and intervene as an independent political force, and have organized to this
end»17. After the Sadrists burnt the tents and destroyed most of the installations in Tahrir in
Baghdad, the center of the revolt moved to Nassiriya18.
But the movement is more focused on building a "new civil society" which places on the
same level the liberation from the actual political and economic system based on exploitation,
deprivation and marginalization (we would call it neo-liberalism or simply capitalism)
defended by sectarian militias and the emancipation from institutionalized politics based on
religious identity.
«For Iraqi protesters individual freedom, especially the freedom not to belong to a
religious and sectarian group is considered as essential as economic equality. The madaniyya
claimed by Iraqi youth is not only the ‘post-Islamist’ moment spreading throughout the region
over the last decade. Instead, it is characterised by the traumatic experience of sectarian
violence that the invasion of the Islamic State only further exacerbated. Thus, for Iraqi youth
being free to not believe in religion or belong to a sect is as important as being free from
poverty: both are lived as matters of life and death»19. This is a “return to the future” in a
"post-Islamic" society that finally wants to erase the traumas of the occupation that destroyed
the material, social and political structures, of the invasion by the Islamic State and of the war
that followed (with the devastation of Mosul and many cities in central Sunni regions), and
finally of the increasingly direct Iranian domination that has contributed to put the country
into generalized misery.
The list of primary objectives of the revolt was published in the first issue of the
movement's newspaper, TukTuk, born in the early days of the protest and which took its
16

«Iraq today has six union federations. One, the General Federation of Iraqi Workers, is allied with the ICP, and
another, the Federation of Workers Councils and Union in Iraq, was organized by members of the Iraqi Workers
Communist Party. The country’s main oil workers union, the Iraqi Federation of Oil Unions, is independent. The
Kurdistan United Workers Union united Kurdish unions in 2010, and the other two federations are smaller groups
that existed under Saddam Hussein.». (David Bacon, Iraq-elections-a-step-toward-rebuilding-popular-power May 30, 2018 – https://lobelog.com/iraq-elections-a-step-toward-rebuilding-popular-power/)
17
Jana Aljabiri, Everything You Need to Know About the Protests in Iraq – 12 giugno 2019 –
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2019/12/iraq-protests-baghdad-tahrir-square
18
cfr.: Mustafa Saadoun, Nasiriyah becomes the Iraqi protest capital – February 24 2020 – https://www.almonitor.
com/pulse/originals/2020/02/nasiriyah-dhi-qar-iraq-protests.html
19
Zahra Ali, Protest movements in Iraq in the age of a ‘new civil society’– October 19 2019 –
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/crp/2019/10/03/protest-movements-in-iraq-in-the-age-of-new-civil-society/
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name from the three-wheeled vehicles normally used as collective taxis, which became the
symbol of the revolution of October because they play a vital role in the daily protesters’ life,
they carry food, water, medicine, transport the wounded and provide funerals20.
«The first page of Tuktuk's first issue, as noted, included an
article titled "Road Map to Save Iraq" presenting the protestors'
10 requests: a) the immediate resignation of the government; b)
the establishment of a transitional government to last three
months only, to comprise independent figures with clean hands
with no history of party activism; c) election law changes; d) the
establishment of an independent election commission; e) the
implementation of the Parties Law in order to expose parties'
sources of funding, and a ban on parties' possession of
weapons[13]; f) new elections under UN oversight; g)
constitutional amendments within three months and the elimination of the provincial and
municipal councils; h) the transitional government's and the eventual new permanent
government's commitment to a fair investigation into the elements
and individuals behind the killing of demonstrators, just trials for
them, and damages for the families of the killed and wounded; i)
the Supreme Judicial Council's commitment to investigate the
corruption among current senior and other government officials;
and j) the restoration of the looted public funds»21.
The unstoppable mobilizations that took place in recent
months resulted in the resignation of the government, a new
electoral law and the promise to call new elections. As Davide
Grasso clearly explains:22 «The strategic request was, however, an
electoral law authorizing open and non-party-nominated lists, so
that the population could invade with its candidates the parties
themselves, renewing not so only their names in the lists, but
those of the parliamentarians». To the regime's decision to install
Mohammed Allawi (secular, former minister in the government under occupation in 2005) on
February 1st as prime minister, replacing Adil Abd al-Mahdi, the people in the square
responded by "candidating" Alaa al-Rikabi, an activist of the protest in Nassiriya, who suffered
an assassination attempt in January. On March 1st, Allawi renounced the assignment.
David also explains that «Tahrir Square realizes that an unarmed resistance against the
state and its militias and their external protectors makes it necessary to find support. The UN
20

«Every day, as tyrants' bullets fall on the protesters' heads and everyone seeks refuge from tear gas and
bullets, only the tuktuk driver rushes, risking his life, to find where the bomb has fallen and to help the injured or
bring away the martyrs. In the days when the regime and its militias deploy Iraqi and Iranian snipers on the
roofs of houses, it is natural that protesters hide where they can, for fear of sectarian snipers [apparently a
reference to the snipers of the Shiite Hashd Al-Sha'bi ( PMU)] who are waiting for them ... But the young tuktuk
driver, impoverished and who has nothing in the world but his vehicle, remains in the square, exposing himself
to the danger of snipers and ready to sacrifice his life for his brothers. So we called this Tuktuk newspaper, out of
loyalty to these honorable young people who have become a symbol of the Iraqi revolution » (C. Meital, Y.
Yehoshua, The Iraqi Newspaper 'Tuktuk' – The Voice Of The Demonstrators At Baghdad's Tahrir Square, In The
Shadow Of Censorship And Shutdowns Of Access To Internet – 21 novembre 2019 –
https://www.memri.org/reports/iraqi-newspaper-tuktuk-%E2%80%93-voice-demonstrators-baghdads-tahrirsquare-shadow-censorship-and)
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ibidem
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Davide Grasso, Crisi in Iraq: cosa sapere per prendere posizione – 9 gennaio 2020 –
https://www.lavoroculturale.org/crisi-in-iraq-cosa-sapere-per-prendere-posizione/. Davide Grasso fought
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intervention has often been invoked by people in the square, but the containment action itself
on Iran represented by the Americans is seen by many as necessary if conditions do not
change (now the escalation wanted by the White House puts at risk precisely that kind of
containment), because it is urgent to resist to the closest and most immediate violence, hoping
that someone will oppose to the threat that appears closer». The same thing happened in
2006, when, in the Central-Western regions of Iraq, the Qa'idist militias, with full tolerance of
the occupiers, were unleashed with terrorist methods against the communities, thus forcing
them to organize the defense by distracting some forces engaged in the anti-American
Resistance. The Sahwa (the Awakening Council) ended up accepting American protection
against the Qa'idist militias not because of a collaborationist intent, but because of the
urgency to face the nearest violence.
In addition to savage reaction of the militias
(including those integrated into the so-called
"national army") and the barbarity of the antipopular war that Iran will lead against the
revolt, the young Iraqis will face a further threat.
The United States and the Islamic Republic could
trigger another sectarian militias’ war on Iraqi
territory for the control of the "bridge of land",
the so-called burning bridge, that Iran wants to
open through the al-Anbar region to reach the
Mediterranean and that Washington intends to
The burning bridge is the path Iran wants to reach
prevent this, by separating the Sunni majority
the Mediterranean. The US wants prevent it. The
al-Bukamal pass is already the scene of armed
regions from the Iraqi nation, favouring local
operations.
ruling castes. What is expected is not a direct or
conventional war between the USA and Iran, but
a bloody conflict between non-state actors supported by one (under Sunni flags) by the
superpower and the other (Shiite factions) by the regional power. Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert,
current Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General for Iraq, realizes it: in
her Briefing to the United Nations Security Council (March 3, 2020) she writes of her « hope of
a sovereign nation that refuses to become a battleground for conflicts that are not its own …
Now The question is whether Iraq will flourish as a venue for peace and understanding, or
suffer as the arena of external battles»23.
It is a theoretically impossible challenge for the young people of the October Revolution
to win. In fact, the political-economic potentates who supported the sectarian system and who
are damaged by its overcoming, are unable to continue to agree on their sharing of power, and
will not be prepared to disappear, but will battle with each other for hegemony and will
operate the maximum degree of violence on demonstrators. The Iranian intervention will use
this imbalance for increasing the pressure on the country and for bringing up all the forces of
repression. The US administration has every interest in removing a government that has
become unreliable and will do the same in intriguing for a change that restores space to
American interference. What that might be acting by Washington deceptive support to the
revolt, is the influence exercised on the UN to support a compromise solution instead of a
radical change, together with economic "subsidies" at the leaders of the Sunni tribes and the
manipulation of Iraqi and international NGOs present in the site, in order to divert its
objectives: this is a sort of tools that have already been tested successfully during the "Arab
Springs".
23

Briefing to the Security Council by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert March 3 2020 – www.iraqbusinessnews.com/2020/03/04/hennis-plasschaert-leaders-must-put-iraq-first/
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But a return to the pre-revolutionary status quo is simply impossible. Unfortunately, a
further massacre of demonstrators and a new war on the territory are, on the contrary, very
possible.
The enormity of the violence that the regime has unleashed against the demonstrators
may reduce them to silence in the short term, but as it has always happened, it will increase
the feelings and the reasons for the radical opposition. It is only the beginning.
11

Hence, stopping the massacre and the war that promises to extend to "our" sea is also our
responsibility.
Currently 1100 Italian soldiers, 305 land vehicles and 12 air vehicles are in Iraq with the
task of training the Kurdish Security Forces and the Iraqi Counter Terrorism Service, deployed
on the streets of Baghdad24 with the task of "using all necessary measures" to suppress
protests25 against the Islamist government, which in these 5 months has killed more than 700
people and injured thousands of demonstrators. The contribution of the Italian army
therefore goes far beyond the participation in the Global Coalition set up by 81 countries to
defeat ISIS on the ground.

24

«In Baghdad and Kirkuk there are men of the Special Forces (belonging to all the Armed Forces), who train the
Iraqi military of the Counter Terrorism Service (CTS) and the Special Forces of the Kurdish Security Forces.»
(Italian
Ministry
of
Defence
–
https://www.difesa.it/OperazioniMilitari/op_intern_corso/Prima_Parthica/Pagine/contributo_nazionale.aspx)

25

Cfr.: Ahmed Aboulenei, Defying crackdown, thousands of Iraqis keep protesting – October 27 2019 –
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-protests/defying-crackdown-thousands-of-iraqis-keep-protestingidUSKBN1X606U

Spreading correct information, soliciting and keeping alive the attention on the massacre
of Iraqi young people and exercising all the means of pressure on Italian government to
withdraw the troops is what we have been asked by the people in the squares of the
revolution.
Valeria Poletti
March 21, 2020
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